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Abstract 

Voice activity detection (VAD) is the key of voice recognition, voice synthesis and 

speech-sound enhancement.For the sake of improve the accuracy and robustness of speech 

endpoint detection system. Combining the advantages of adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) 

and improved radial basis function network (RBF) defects in existing learning methods. This 

paper presents a comprehensive detection method-- Adaptive genetic algorithm radial basis 

function network. This method uses adaptive genetic algorithm to simultaneously optimize the 

center, the width and the structure of RBF network. The method using wavelet analysis to 

extract the characteristics of the speech signal, use them as an input amount to the radial 

basis function networks. Establish voice detection system model, this method enhance the 

accuracy of the detection system and has better robustness. 
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1. Introduction 

Voice activity detection is that from a signal contains speech determine starting point and 

end points accurately, Thus only the storage and processing of speech signals effectively, To 

reduce the computation time and data processing, Enhance the system recognition accuracy, 

Improve the quality of voice. In nature, the existence of noise is the most common form of 

white Gaussian noise, which noise is inevitable [1]. The study found Gauss white noise is 

random and smooth noise. From the spectrums of speech signal and Gauss white noise can be 

seen: The speech energy is concentrated in 300-3400Hz, howeverthe spectrum of Gauss white 

noise changed little, the energy distribution of each frequency band is more uniform. This is 

the theoretical basis for the speech and non speech signal separation and speech endpoint 

detection. 

Bell Laboratory for the first time put forward the technology of speech endpoint detection 

in 1959, It has hundreds of kinds of methods have been produced. The speech endpoint 

detection methods can be divided into two categories: based on the characteristics of the 

signals and based on pattern recognition [2]. The methods based on the characteristics of the 

signals, was widely research and application because of the advantages of simple and fast.But 

the existing methods have various characteristics based on limited; Based on the short time 

average magnitude endpoint detection method has the advantages of simple operation. But it 

is difficult to distinguish between weak fricatives and final nasals of different. Based on the 

short-time average zero crossing rate endpoint detection method was better detection of 

voiceless, but its anti-noise performance is poor. Based on spectral entropy endpoint detection 

method can effectively distinguish between speech and noise, but part of the detection results 

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e8%af%ad%e9%9f%b3%e5%90%88%e6%88%90&tjType=sentence&style=&t=voice+synthesis
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for the voiceless was poor. In order to improve the accuracy of endpoint detection, many 

scholars proposed combination of speech endpoint detection method of multiple features. 

Such as the current wider application based on spectrum entropy, short-term zero-crossing 

rate and distance inverted spectrum endpoint detection method, it was combined features 

from three kinds of voice for endpoint detection. Trying to overcome the traditional single 

feature poor noise performance shortcomings, advantage of the characteristic parameters of 

each, improve the accuracy of endpoint detection. But in the case of low SNR, especially for 

non-stationary noise, its detection performance deteriorates rapidly [3]. 
With the development of the theory of nonlinear, neural networks and SVM (support 

vector machines) nonlinear speech endpoint detection algorithm gradual emergence. To 

promote voice activity detection accuracy rate gradually increased [4]. Radial basis function 

(RBF) neural networks, especially because of its simple structure, learning ability and 

nonlinear mapping ability, has been widely applied. In practical applications, RBF neural 

network performance parameters have a great relationship with. Therefore, when the use of 

RBF neural network model for speech endpoint detection, the need to optimize its parameters 

[5]. A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a class of evolutionary, adaptive, stochastic algorithms 

involving search and optimization [6]. It does not contain the problem to be solved held form, 

it is from altering the genetic configuration to achieve overall optimization. It was 

optimization method of bottom-up. With less restrictions, global optimization, can adaptively 

adjust the search direction, etc. It was one of the key technologies of the modern intelligent 

computing. 

In this paper, use genetic algorithm to optimize the RBF network structure. The topology 

of the network structure, the connection weights, hidden node centers parameters and width 

parameters as a whole, compiled chromosome, the overall optimization, ensure the 

generalization ability of RBF network. In order to improve the learning ability of RBF neural 

network. The simulation results show that this method compared to traditional methods. In 

common noise conditions effective to reduce the false negative rate, in complex detection 

performance in noisy environments is still good, strong robustness. 

 

2. Adaptive Genetic Algorithm Radial basis Function Neural Network 

The crossover and mutation probability ofadaptive genetic algorithm in the genetic 

operations were as different fitness value varies. The basic idea was that when the fitness 

value of each instance of population tends to converge or local optimum, crossover and 

mutation rate increased. When the value of the fitness function is relatively dispersed, 

crossover and mutation rate is reduced [7]. Meanwhile, the fitness value is higher than the 

population average fitness value of the individual, that was the best individual, used a lower 

crossover and mutation rate, so that it can enter the next generation. Otherwise considered 

undesirable individuals, improving crossover and mutation rate, so that the individual is 

eliminated, preventing poor individuals into the next generation [8]. 

The crossover rate Pc and mutation rate Pm were adjusted to examining the relationship 

between theaverage fitness valuefavgand the largest fitness valuefmax, Pc and Pm is expressed as: 

𝑃𝑐 = {
𝑘1

(𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑓′)

(𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑔)
，𝑓 ′ > 𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑔

𝑘3，𝑓 ′ < 𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑔

 (1)  𝑃𝑚 = {
𝑘2

(𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑓)

(𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑔)
，𝑓 > 𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑔

𝑘4，𝑓 < 𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑔

 (2) 

𝑓′was the larger fitness value of two strings for the exchange. f was the fitness valueof 

individual that will be mutates.General recommended values:k1=k3=1，k2=k4=0.5.In actual 

operation, appropriately adjusted k1, k2to ensure that the value of Pc, Pm in the range of a 

reasonable. 
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Neural network control is the use of computers using different connection methods to the 

individual neurons connected together to simulate the human visual thinking approach in the 

control process.It has an adaptive, self-organizing, self-learning function, feature 

identification and information to maximize the use of dynamic process control system 

provided, be inspired and logical reasoning to achieve the object of the lack of an accurate 

model for effective control [9]. 

In 1988, Moody and Darken proposed new neural network architecture, that radial basis 

function network, belongs to the forward neural network, it can be used to approximate 

arbitrary accuracy any continuous function. Radial basis function network is a kind of local 

approximation network, the output for a particular local area there are only a small number of 

input layer neurons are used to determine network.[10] RBF neural network is a kind of three 

layer feed forward network, is composed of input layer, hidden layer, the output 

layer.Network structure was shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The Network Topology of RBF 

The input layerwas composed ofsignal source nodes. The second layer is the hidden layer; 

the number of units was proportional to the problems described. The third layer is the output 

layer, it responds to the input mode of action. The basic function is a Gaussian function of the 

most common, can be expressed as: 

𝑅𝑖(𝑥) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
‖𝑋−𝐶𝑖‖

2

2𝜎𝑖
2 ],i =1,2,3…,m              (3) 

  ( ) Was the output of the i-th hidden layer node? X is the input sample,X=(x1,x2,…，xn)
T
. 

Ciwas the Center of Gaussian kernel function of the i-th hidden layer node,it has the same 

dimension with X. 𝜎𝑖was the variable of i-th hidden layer node; it said the normalization 

constant or base width. m is the number of hidden nodes. 

It can be seen from Figure 1: 

𝑦𝑗 = ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑖𝑅𝑖𝑖 (𝑥)j=1,2,…p  (4) 

𝑤𝑗𝑖 was the hidden layer to the output layer connection weights. 𝑦jWas the actual output 

sample corresponding to the input network of the j-th output node. P was the number of 

output nodes. 

In RBF neural network, hidden layer node performs a nonlinear variation by radial basis 

function, it maps the input samples into a new space, and the output layer nodes can achieve 

linear weighted combination in the new space. 
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3. Create a Voice Activity Detection Model 

The core issue of radial basis function neural network design was to determine the 

numberof hidden nodes, the center of base functions and other parameters, designed neural 

network to meet the requirements of the target error as small as possible. To ensure that the 

generalization ability of neural network, RBF neural network learning rise to a higher level 

[11]. 

Consider the case of only one node of the output layer, putformula3 into formula 4: 

𝑓(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [

−‖𝑥−𝑐𝑖‖
2

2𝛿𝑖
2 ]                   (5) 

Set the desired output of network is𝑦(𝑑)(𝑥), the energy function of network was defined as: 

𝐸 =
1

2
∑ (𝑦(𝑑)(𝑥(𝑗)) − 𝑓(𝑥(𝑗)))2𝑛

𝑗=1                 (6) 

Set the number of samples is L, put 𝑓(𝑥(𝑗)) into the above formula: 

E=
1

2
∑ ∑ 𝜉(𝑥𝑙

(𝑗)
，𝑐𝑖，𝛿𝑖)

2𝐿
𝑖=1

𝑛
𝑗=1                  (7) 

In this formula,𝜉 (𝑥𝑙
(𝑗)

，𝑐𝑖，𝛿𝑖) =  y(d)(x(j)) − ∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [

−‖𝑥−𝑐𝑖‖
2

2𝛿𝑖
2 ] 

When learningthe value of the center and the width parameters, considered 𝑤𝑖was a 

constant, you can get the central value and width parameters formula: 

𝑐𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑐𝑖(𝑡) − 𝜆
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑐𝑖
                   (8) 

𝛿𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = 𝛿𝑖(𝑡) − 𝛽
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝛿𝑖
                  (9) 

λ, β were learning efficiency of central value and width parameters. 

In this paper, we use wavelet analysis method. According short-stationary characteristics 

of the speech signal, each over a period of time the signal is divided into a frame that the 

characteristics of this period, the signal is stationary.Each frame of speech signal 

decomposition layer 5, broken down into six different wavelet sub-band. The method shown 

in Figure 2: The single frame of the speech signal s(n) is decomposed into d1(n) and 

a1(n),Then d1(n) is decomposed into d2(n) and a2(n),…,Until after 5 level decomposition to 

obtain d5(n) and a5(n). 

s(n)
d1(n)

d2(n)
d3(n)

d4(n)
d5(n)

a1(n)

a2(n)
a3(n)

a4(n)
a5(n)

 

Figure 2. Signal Five Layer Decomposition Diagram 

According to the principle of wavelet multi-resolution analysis to know, d1(n)~ d5(n) and 

a5(n) can characterize all of the original signal frequency signals. Calculate the average 

energy of wavelet coefficients of each layer. 

𝐸𝑖 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑠𝑖

2𝑁
𝑛=1 (𝑛)                        (10) 

In this formula,s (n) was the wavelet coefficients of one of these sub-bands, N was the 

number of wavelet sub-band for each frame containing wavelet coefficients. 

Calculationthe average of six wavelet sub-band average energy𝐸mand the average energy 

variance𝛿m
2
: 
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{
𝐸𝑚 =

1

6
∑ 𝐸𝑖

6
𝑖=1

𝛿𝑚
2 =

1

6
∑ (𝐸𝑖−𝐸𝑚)26

𝑖=1

                   (10) 

Completion of the above steps to complete the extraction of the speech signal features. 

Received a total of eight wavelet sub-band average energyE1~E6、Em、 m
2
. The feature 

vector was composed of them: 𝑋(𝑛) = [𝐸1，𝐸2，𝐸3，𝐸4，𝐸5，𝐸6，𝐸𝑚，𝛿𝑚
2]

𝑇
 

 

4. Algorithm Steps 

In order to solve the problem of RBF network structure optimization, we use Boolean 

vectors U
T
=(u1，u2，…，uM), Among them ui={0，1}，ui=1Indicate the presence of hidden 

nodes; ui= 0Means the corresponding hidden node does not exist.Based on the above 

theoretical analysis, this section will give specific steps of the algorithm. 

The first step randomly generated n group of U
T
and corresponding center parameters 𝑐  

and width parameters𝛿  as populations. 

The second step, by using the gradient descent method to the N group of initial parameters 

are pre training, learning linear weights of network   with the method of least square. 

The third step, letfnew-max is the maximum value of population fitness function, if 

fnew-max>fmax, sofmax= fnew-max,and retain the individual corresponds to fnew-max as 

the best individual. Or else fnew-max<fmax, sofmin= fnew-max, retain the individual 

corresponds to fnew-max as the best individual. Keep fmax constant. 

The fourth step, if the number of hidden nodes in most individuals were the same, this 

same hidden nodes denoted as m,choose the biggest fitness corresponding 

individual.Otherwise the implementation of the fifth step. 

The fifth step,selection, crossover, mutation adaptive genetic operation on the N set of 

weights, turn to the second step. 

The sixth step, to choose the biggest fitness corresponding individual continues to perform 

gradient descent method for several times, until meet the precision request center parameters 

and width parameters. 

The seventh step, we put the wavelet analysis to extract feature values as the input of 

network, with the manual calibration corresponding frames endpoint is the most ideal results 

output network.Through these to train the neural network. 

The eighth step, after the training is done, we still used training samples as the input of 

network. By 0.5 as the threshold, speech frames were greater than 0.5; otherwise, the non 

speech frames. The decision results compared with the manual calibration results, if the result 

is not ideal, need to re adjust the network. 

The last step, use the trained RBF neural network todetected speech endpoint.Feature 

extraction with wavelet analysis as the input of the network.By 0.5 as the threshold, to 

obtainthe results of endpoint detection. 

 

5. Simulation Experiments and Results 

Experiments under different noise conditions in accordance with the optimization 

algorithm using MATLAB simulation.In all experiments, the sampling frequency is44.1KHz, 

the speech signal is divided into frames, each frame comprising 220 samples. Each voice file 

manually label to distinguish between speech and background noise,It can be used as a 

standard test of activity detection accuracy.Noise is artificially added, Gaussian white noise 

generated by computer simulation, SNR was-5dB, 0dB,5dB,15dB.The processed speech 
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signal as the following Figure. 

 

a. Signal without noise 

 

b.Signal with noise (SNR=15dB) 

 

c.Signal with noise (SNR=5dB) 
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d.Signal with noise (SNR=0dB) 

 

e. Signal with noise (SNR=-5dB) 

Figure 3. Signal with Different SNR Noise 

As can be seen, as the SNR increases, the speech feature gradually being submerged by 

noise, cannot even tell the difference. 

The simulation result of each voice activity detectionswere shown in Table 1 on condition 

that the SNR was same.The results shown in the same noise environment,high SNR, all the 

methods have a good performance.But as the noise increases, the old method of performance 

decreased significantly.In the case of low SNR (0dB), short-time energy method was 

basically ineffective.Traditional RBF neural network methods and improved RBF neural 

network method all had a good detection performance.The improved RBF method has higher 

accuracy. 
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Table 1. Result of Voice Activity Detection 

SNR/dB Short-time energy 

method 

Traditional 

RBFmethod 

Improved 

RBFmethod 

Without noise 96.21 97.92 99.24 

15 dB 87.35 96.67 97.82 

5 dB 72.13 95.95 96.49 

0 dB 62.15 95.45 96.01 

-5 dB 55.26 93.91 95.37 

The non speech signal recognition for speech signal called false, the speech signal was 

identified as non speech signal called omission. In the practical application to ensure the 

correct rate at the same time, reduce the omission rate. 

From Table 2 that the test results of improved RBF neural network method, the omission 

rate lower than the false rate, to achieve the desired results. 

Table 2. Result of Voice Activity Detection based on Improved RBF Method 

SNR/dB Correct rate Falserate Omission rate 

Without noise 99.24 0.76 0 

15 dB 97.82 1.96 0.22 

5 dB 96.49 2.24 1.27 

0 dB 96.01 2.48 1.51 

-5 dB 95.37 3.02 1.61 

 

6. Conclusion 

Through a large number of experimental data shown: Voice activity detection algorithm 

based onimproved RBFneural networkwas in terms of network optimization with crossover 

probability and mutation probability adaptively adjusting, speed up the search speed ofRBF 

neural network for global. 
Under the conditions of the same type of noise environment, accuracy was higher than that 

of the traditional method.In the case of SNR decreases, the correct rate of the traditional 

method decreased rapidly, adaptive genetic algorithm radial basis function neural network 

training methods can still maintain good detection accuracy.The detection result is more 

stable, reliable, and has better practical value. But in the network learning speed is slightly 

slower than the traditional RBF method, it needs to be improved according to the actual 

application. 
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